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Summary 
 
Sergei Ackerman (né Srulik Ackerman) was born in the village Nowosiółki (in gmina Zalesie, 
województwie lubelskim) in 1931 (1932). 
His father’s name was David, Mother’s- Masha. This place was very close to the boarder with 
Poland. 
 
He had a twin brother Josef who died before the war, he also had an older brother Shimon.  
His family was the only Jewish family in the village. 
Sergei remembered that it was rather peaceful in the village until the Summer of 1942. 
One day the fascists surrounded their house and arrested his parents. Sergei and his brother 
were returning home when they saw the fascists, so they decided to get out of the village and 
hid in the field. Soon after they were arrested, probably somebody from the village betrayed 
them. 
The Germans gathered Sergei, his brother and their parents in one group and brought them to 
their house. At that time huge crowd gathered near their house. Sergei saw that one German 
officer grabbed his brother and started dragging him towards the house, he panicked and 
decided to run. There were a lot of people, he ran towards a river and stayed on a small island 
through the night. Later he saw women from the village who were talking about fascists killing 
his parents and his brother. They also were talking a boy who ran away and the fascists who 
were turning the village homes upside down looking for him. Sergei had only underwear and no 
shoes. He decided to hide for another night, but in the morning, he went to the neighboring 
village and approached a woman with a baby, she didn’t ask him any questions, she gave him a 
warm shirt and wooden boots; a large piece of bread and pickled cucumbers. She told him to 
run away. Next day when he walked out of the woods he saw a German, who told him: “Jew, 
come here” and that German soldier gave him a big bowl of good soup with meat and told him 
to run away. 
 
For three days Sergei was hiding, then he decided to go to the village. That village had a big 
railroad, connecting Brest and Warsaw. 
 
Once he came face to face with a German solder with a dog, but it was dark and he was able to 
hide. 
For about two weeks Sergei was wondering from place to place; local women gave him food. 
One day a woman recognized him and told him that his uncle on the mother’s side, lived in a 
town not far away. She dressed him, put a scarf on his head and walked with him to that town. 
They found his uncle, it was late fall of 1942. Sergei stayed with his uncle until in the middle of 
the night the town was surrounded by the Germans and Jews were ordered to get out of their 
homes. The Germans convoyed all the Jews and ordered them to get on trucks and carts and 
took them towards Belopodlytska (Biala Podlaska) then they were taken to the polish town 
Mendzyzhets (Międzyrzec Podlaski). In that town they were thrown into the Jewish ghetto. On 
the way several people were killed. 
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In the ghetto Germans conducted several actions- pogroms. During one of the actions Sergei 
with 30 other people hid in the attic. One German solder went all the way to the attic, he saw 
Sergei, but he turned around and reported that there was nobody in the attic, they were saved. 
 
Sergei remembered that he was very sick, he had terrible infection, he could hardly walk, but 
there was no medicine. In the early spring of 1943 the Germans ripped the roofs off the houses 
to find more Jews.  
 
One day in April of 1943 Sergei learned about plans for a massive escape from the ghetto. The 
plan was to start the fire, distract guards, and ran in the shade of the fire. Sergei remembered 
that he escaped together with a brother and sister; Abram and Sarah, who were about 30 years 
old. They were running all night. They drank water from a dirty creek, filtrate through a dirty 
piece of cloth, but survived. Next day they saw people who gave them potatoes, that they were 
using to feed pigs. They ate those potatoes, they licked dew on tree branches. The winter of 
1943-1944 was rather mild. They found abandoned house where they stayed only during the 
night. They ate berries and wild fruits, they gathered some vegetables from the fields. 
He remembered how German army was retrieving.  
 
In June of 1944 the area was heavily bombed by both the German and the Soviet armies. One 
day after the bombing, it was very quiet and they heard movements and then saw Russians 
with horses, wagons and weapons coming out of the woods. Sergei and his friends moved 
toward them, but they couldn’t talk, they had no food nor water for three days. They were 
covered with lice, Sergei had long hair, looked like a girl. 
 
Russians gave them a loaf of bread, big piece of bacon, and a note. They told them to walk 
towards a military station. They walked along a big road towards town Mendzyzhets. They were 
afraid to enter the town and stayed in the field. Next morning, they entered the town, some 
people were crying, some were kissing each other. 
Sergei was told to go to a barber; his hair and his body was covered with lice. One solder gave 
him new clothes.  
 
Sergei wanted to go back home, he found solders that were going to the Soviet Union and were 
passing his village. When he arrived to his village he found that the parents’ house was 
destroyed, that another family moved remains to a different area. The neighbors remembered 
him, they gave him food and told him to leave the village. Sergei found Soviet army battalion 
near his village, he told solders his story. The solders let him stay with them for about a month; 
they decided to send him to the orphanage. Several officers went back to Mendzyzhets, they 
took Sergei to register for orphanage, but the commander of the brigade decided to keep him 
with his brigade, probably because Sergei knew some German, and the brigade was moving 
towards Germany all the way to Berlin. Sergei stayed and participated in several battles with 
that commander until the end of the war. 
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Sergei remembered one mansion in Germany where the owners had huge pigs, many chickens 
and eggs. They cooked huge dinner; solders asked the Germans to try all foods to make sure 
that food wasn’t poisoned. 
 
In one house they found big safe, when they opened it they found one bottle of wine made in 
the 17th century, solders opened the bottle everybody tried a little.  
 
Sergei remembered that he witnessed random murder of people by Nazi. One episode was 
when he with a group of people was sleeping on the floor and almost everybody was killed.  
 
By the end of the war Sergei received several medals for bravery. 
Sergei was about 15 years old, he had no family, no education and no money. One of the 
officers took Sergei to Kashira near Moscow. He was recommended for Suvorov Academy, but 
because he was Jewish he wasn’t accepted. 
 
He was sent to the orphanage 37 where he stayed for 3 years. Then he was sent to the workers 
school in Leningrad. After two years he started working at the plant as a mechanic. In 1950 he 
was mobilized into the Soviet Army. 
 
Sergei wants to thank Polish people who helped him risking their lives. He also wanted to thank 
Soviet soldiers who saved him and personnel from the orphanage that treated children with 
love and devotion. 
 
Sergei didn’t experience antisemitism, he was raised in orphanage, he was a victim of the war 
and the hero of the war. There were articles written in a major journal- Ogonek, in 1948 about 
Sergei. 
 
 
 
 
For more information about Sergei’s life and experiences during the Holocaust, see Running 
from giants : the Holocaust through the eyes of a child by Margareta Ackerman 
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/bib235347 
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